
 

 
 

 
 

Excerpt from NFT Bulletin – Nov/Dec 1982 – general  note on Scandinavian cinema: 
 

“... The Nordic countries are foremost in the craft of making films for and about children.  Features 
like "SILVER MOUTH" and "RUBBER TARZAN" have delighted adults as much as they have 12-
year olds, and offer an example to British and American studios of just how sensitive and diverting 
a really good "kids’ movie" can be..” 

 
 
 

Denmark    [ 39 ] 

 

Aligermaas Äventyr:  
I Vildhästarnas Dal Denmark 1998 : Documentary on a young Asian (Mongolian?) girl crossing the 

steppes to take part in a horserace. 

Busters Verden TV serial 1984: “Buster’s World” – Billie August children’s serial (later condensed 

into a film) about an 8-year old (Mads Bugge Andersen) who inherits his grandfather’s 
conjuring tricks and paraphernalia. 

Ditte, Child of Man 
Drenge 1977: “Boys” - Nils Malmros’ portmanteau study of an individual in early boyhood, 

adolescence and early manhood.  With Mads Ole Erhardsen and Jesper Hede.  

Du er Ikke Alene 1978 : “You Are Not Alone” – Made to reassure adolescents and older children that 

any homosexual feelings they may be experiencing are OK. Two boys at a boarding 
school have a tender affair that does not end in tragedy for once. With Peter Bjerg 
and Anders Agenso. 

Friends Forever 1986 : Portrait of a gay 16-year old’s self-dicovery  
Guldregn TV serial 1988: “Shower of Gold” – Four Copenhagen kids chance on a biscuit tin 

crammed with stolen loot, and are pursued by the crooks to recover it. 
Gummi Tarzan 1981 : 

 Hans Christian Andersen Copenhagen - Hollywood style 

Det Hemmelighedsfulde X 1913 : “The Mysterious X” – Otto Reinwald (14) risks life and limb to clear his father’s 

name and save him from the firing squad. 

Hodja Fra Pjort   1985 : 
 I Din Fars Lomme  1972: “In Daddy’s Pocket” 

Jag är Maria   - see under SWEDEN 

Kidnapning   1982 : “The Kidnap” – with Michael Nezer 

Kniven I Hjertet 1981 : “Knife in the Heart” – from director Christian Braad Thomsen concerning “the 

meaning of childhood”… 

Kundskabens Træ 1981 : 

Lars Ole, 5C 
 Lattermaskinen   1910 : 

Mine Tossende Drengen 1961 :  “My Crazy Boys”, with Jan Priskorn Schmidt 

Min Fynske Barndom  c1995: “My Childhood”  Autobiography of composer Carl Nielsen 
Min Søsters Børn når de er Værst!  

 

SUBJECT INDEX: 
 

SCANDINAVIA 



1971 : “My Sister’s Kids are Going Astray!” Farce with child psychologist and family 
of eight wayward children. 

Moev og Funder  c1991: “The Hideaway” - with Kasper Anderson 
Nattevagten 
Otto er et Naesehorn 1983: “Otto is a Rhino” – boy (Kristjan Markersen) scribbles a rhinoceros on his 

bedroom wall with a magic pen, and finds himself saddled with a full-grown floral-
patterned rhino, not a tenable situation in a second-floor flat.  

Paw 1959: West Indian orphan (Jimmy Sterman, 12) faces racial prejudice from Danish 

kids, is befriended by a poacher, sent away to reform school, and escapes to hole up  
on a small island.  

Pelle Erobreren Swedish film set in Denmark – see below 

 Pelle der Eroberer  East German TV film, set in Denmark 
 Prince Piwi 
 Proletardrengen   1915 : “Working Class Boy” – with Otto Reinwald 

The Ship and the Island 
 Det Skaldede Spogelse  1992 : 

 Smukke Dreng   1992 : “Pretty Boy” 

 Thomas er Fredlos            c1969 : 
Tomas: Et Barn Du Ikke Kan Nå 1981 : documentary on actress and mentally handicapped son 
Tre Engle og Fem Løver 1982 : “Three Angels and Five Lions” – with Michael Nezer 

Trommen 
Tsatsiki Mosan och Polisen 1999 : 8-year old living in Sweden resolves to visit his father in Greece.   
En Verden til Forskel  1989 : 

Vi Kunne Ha’ Det Så Rart 1942 : 

Zappa    1983 : dir. Billie August. Pecking order games in a Copenhagen secondary school 

boys’ gang of the early 60s turn violent and malicious. 

 
 

Finland [ 7 ] 

Aika Hyvä Ihmiseksi 1977: “Not Bad for a Human” - remake of “PIKKU PIETARIN PIHA” (below) with 

Ossi Aronen 
Isä Meidän   1993: “Pater Noster” – man struggles to come to terms with an 

     episode of father/son incest in his boyhood. 

Kun Isällä on Hammassärky 1923: “When Father has Toothache” – prohibiton era comedy 

Pikku Pietarin Piha 1961: “Little Peter’s Yard” – portrait of a boy (±12) whose father remarries, and of 

the arrival and departure of his new stepmother.  With Tuukka Tanner 

Poika Ja Ilves   1998 : Boy (12) frees lynx from Arcitc wildlife park.  Farmers prove unsympathetic. 

The Snow Queen  
Tottisalmen Perilinnen 

 
 

Iceland    [ 7 ] 

Benjamin Dufa   1995 : Children’s film about boys’ gangs and bullying 

Bíódagar 1994: “Movie Days” – a boy growing up in the 60s when Icelandic culture began to 

be eroded by American films and TV.  

Ikingut 1998: 17th century eskimo boy swept on an iceberg from Greenland is regarded as an 

evil spirit by superstitious Icelanders. 

Nonni i Manni    : ch TV serial 
 Punktur, Punktur, Komma, Strik 1981: comedy about a boy’s life in Reykjavik 1947-63, with Petur Björn 
Jónsson 

 Vandarhögg   TV c1980 : “Whipping” 

 Veidiferdin   1980: “The Fishing Trip” – kids on a fishing holiday outwit some crooks. Yawwwn.. 

 
 

Norway    [ 17 ] 

 1732 Høtten – Marerittet 
Har et Postnummer 2000: “Bloody Angels” - Murder detective befriends tormented boy (11) in a narrow-

minded small community. 



Aldri Mer 13 ! 1996: Girl, 13, struggles to fit in with the trendy set at school. With Sofie Stange 

Cappelen and Martine Karlsen 

Bare Skyer Beveger Stjernene 2000: “Only Clouds Move the Stars” – Girl (10) overcomes grief at her brother’s 

death from cancer through friendship with a boy.  

Dunderklumpen    (?)  : 
Escape from Norway 1945-47 : Distributed in the UK under this title (with an English commentary) by 

Children’s Entertainment Films, it recounts the resistance to Nazi occupation of 
Norwegian fishing communities.  

I Remember Mama US 1948 : Portrait of a Norwegian immigrant family in 1910 San Francisco. With June 
Hedin, Peggy McIntire, Tommy Ivo 

Is-Slottet   : 
 Kamilla and the Thief  : 

Lakki – Gutten Som Kunne Fly 1992:  “Lakki – the Boy Who Grew Wings” – maltreated 14-year old finds he is 

literally sprouting wings in a prarable of desperation. 

Liten Ida   : “Little Ida” 
 Loperjenten   : 
 Pathfinder   : 

Solvmunn      1981: “Silver Mouth” – 9-year old whose parents are separated reacts strongly 

against his father’s new love interest.  

 Den Sommeren Jeg Fylte 15 : 
 Stella Polaris   : 
 Ti Kniver i Hjertet  1994 : “Knife in the Heart”. Boy, +/-12, is befriended by man “of questionable past” 

Zeppelin   : 
 
 

Sweden    [ 59 ] 

Åke och Hans Varld 1984: “Åke and his World” – from Bertil Malmberg’s 1924 semi-autobiographical 

novel of childhood in a small village. With Martin Lindström, 8 

 Den Attonde Dagen 
 Barna Frän Blasjofjället 
 Barnen Frän Frostmofjället 
 Barnens Ö 
 Barnforbjudet 
 Bert – den Sista Oskulden 1996 : “Bert – the Last Virgin” – yep, it’s a children’s film.  No further information. 

Bombi Bitt och Jag! 1968: “Bombi Bitt and Me!” Scamp opera with two Mark Twainish heroes, Stellan 

Skarsgard and Bjorn Gustafson.  Possibly condensed from a children’s TV series. 
The Boy in the Tree 
Bröderna Lejonhjärta TV serial 1977 : Charming Astrid Lindgren fantasy about two devoted brothers who 

survive death and pass over into a mediaeval world where they must save a village 
from a dragon and an evil overlord.  Written to help young children cope with death 
and their own mortaility. Recommended. With Lars Söderdahl, Staffan Götestam  

Brusten Himmel 1982: “Broken Sky” – Autobiographical tale of director Ingrid Thulin’s pastoral 

childhood between bickering parents.  
Dante, Akta're För Hajen! (“Dante, Watch Out for Sharks!”) 

 Elvis! Elvis! 
 Emil i Lönneberga  1971 : 

Emil och Grisaknoen  1973 : “Emil and the Piglet” – Scamp opera sequel with Jan Ohlsson 

Fanny och Alexander  TV serial 
 Fimpen 
 Fucking Ämål   1999 : celebration of a schoolgirl lesbian relationship 

Glasblåsarens Barn  1999 : 

Göranssons Pojke 
Här Kommer Pippi Långstrump 1972: “Here Comes Pippi Longstocking” Danish co-prod, edited down from 

episodes of the “Pippi Langstrump” TV serial, starring Inger Nilsson, Par Sundberg, 
Maria Persson 

Hem Ljuva Hem 2001 : “Home Sweet Home” : Father spanks 12-year old son, and attacks the boy’s 

mother when she tries to interfere. Boy attempts to murder father, but father 
survives. The family has some serious talking to do around the kitchen table… 

Hets 



 Hugo Och Josefin 
Hur Marie Träffade Fredrik, Åsnan Rebus, Kangarun Ploj och… 
    1969 : 
Ingeborg Holm     1913 : 
Jag är din Krigare  1996 : “Nature’s Warrior” – environmentalist tract about boy (Robin Mildoff) who 

empathises with red indians and ecology.  
Jag är Maria    1979 : “Maria and Me”;  Danish co-prod - Orphan girl befriends lonely old painter 
Jungfrukallan 

 Kadisbellan 
Kan Du Vissla Johanna? 1994: “Can You Whistle, Johanna?”  Small boy (Jimmy Sandin) helps his friend 

(Tobias Sward) find a surrogate grandfather. 
Krumeluren    ch TV series 

 Lilla Jönssonligan  1996 : “Little Jönnson Gang”  
A Long Way Home  TV 

 Love Lessons   1996 : In 1943, a 15-year old boy has an affair with his (female) schoolteacher. 

Masculin-Féminin  French co-production 

 Meisterdetektiv Kalle Blomquist 
Ministern 1970 : aka “Good-bye Nana”.  Boy, (Mats Åhfeldt, +/-5) mourning his beloved young 

nanny, begins to hate his self-centred parents. 

Mitt Liv Som Hund 
 Nattlek    with Jorgen Lindstrom, 15 
 Niklas Onskedjur   ch TV series 

Norrtullsligan 1923 : “The Norrtull Gang”.  Proto-feminist silent tract about working girls living 

together in Stockholm, with Laurtiz Falk (m - 13) 
Nya Hiss av Emil i Lonneberga 1972 : 
Ole Dole Doff 

 På Rymmen med Pippi Långstrump 
1970: “On the Run with Pippi Longstocking” Danish co-prod, starring Inger Nilsson, 
Par Sundberg, Maria Persson 

 

Pelle Erobreren 
Pippi i Taka-Tuka Land 1970: “Pippi in Taka-Tuka Land” Danish co-prod, starring Inger Nilsson, Par 

Sundberg, Maria Persson 

Pippi Långstrump  : “Pippi Longstocking”  TV serial coinciding with the five children’s features, 

starring 
Inger Nilsson, Par Sundberg, Maria Persson 

Pippi Långstrump  1968: “Pippi Longstocking” Danish co-prod. First of five children’s features by Olle 

Hellbom from the Astrid Lindgren books, starring Inger Nilsson, Par Sundberg, Maria 
Persson 

 Pippi Långstrump på de Sju Haven 
1969: “Pippi Longstocking on the Seven Seas” Danish co-prod, in which Pippi and 
her friends rescue her sea-captain father from the hands of pirates, starring Inger 
Nilsson, Par Sundberg, Maria Persson 

Raven's End 
 Ronja Rovardottar 
 Sönndags Barn 

Tåg Till Himlen 1989 : “Train to Heaven”. Ecuador co-prod. Orphan boy runs away from children’s 

home, befriends a dog and a sailor, and learns of a train high in the Andes that he 
hopes will reunite him with his parents  With Carlos “Christian” López. 

Thomas Graal's Best Child     [1918] 
 Through a Glass, Darkly 
 Tomten Är Far Till Alla Barnen 1999 : 

Tsatsiki Mosan och Polisen -  see under Denmark 
Tystnaden   with Jörgen Lindström, 12 

 Les Zozos   French film 
 
 

Uncertain    [ 2 ] 

 



Min Van Percys Magiska Gymnastikskor 
Moev og Funder 
 
 
 
 

~  128 titles  ~ 
 



 
 

A FOND BUT HONEST EYE 
 

THE SWEDISH CINEMA OF CHILDHOOD 

 
 
 
 
Swedish cinema has won renown on three counts:  firstly for the intense pyscho-dramas of Ingmar Bergman, 
generally accredited one of the greatest living directors, secondly for a wave of banal heterosexual cock-
teasers from the late '60s and '70s ("DO YOU BELIEVE IN SWEDISH SIN?", "THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF 
GRETA"), and thirdly for its cinema of childhood including, but not primarily, its special children's 
productions. 
 
 
The singular quality that makes so many modest Scandinavian titles linger in the memory is one of respect 
and genuine affection for children which is unique in world cinema.  The British and Americans make much 
noise about the importance of The Family, outside of which roam unwholesome, threatening lost souls, but 
that has never equated to a sincere appreciation of children, or respect for their strengths and capacities. 
 
 
Cinema and television are a culture's rectal thermometer - despite all the artifice and image-fashioning they 
transmit unmistakable signals about that society's neuroses, political mood and mental health.  America, 
though almost from the outset the hub of world cinema, has never produced bona fide children's films.  
What it has instead is the unctuous, reactionary output of the Disney conglomerate, which has always kept 
more than one eye on appeasing the instincts of parents.  Its animated feature output to this day is a near-
hysterical shriek of heterosexual conditioning candy-coated for the kiddies: "THE LITTLE MERMAID", 
"POCAHONTAS", "THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME", "THE BEAUTY AND THE BEAST", 
"ANASTASIA", "HERCULES".  (Disney on classical Greece?  Give me a break!) 
 
 
The UK for its part has the Children's Film Foundation, almost the sole producer of children's titles since it 
was founded in 1951, but its entire catalogue (with one or two exceptions) is a litany of shoddy, formulaic 
"adventures" in the Enid Blyton mould, where cardboard kids thwart oafish adult crooks, directed and acted 
by adults in rank amateur fashion.  In the films of Disney and the C.F.F. there's not the merest glimmer of 
respect or empathy for kids (such as radiates from the films of Spielberg, Truffaut, Leakin, Lamorisse or 
Malle).  The children themselves do not speak or behave as kids actually do, but as adults prefer to think 
they should.  Their motivations and psychology are mapped out by adults who neither understand, nor 
care, how children truly think. 
 
 
In that sense, the cinema of childhood - even from such classic titles as "PATHER PANCHALI", "L'ENFANT 
SAUVAGE" or "DETSTVO GORKOVO" - tells us less about the state of children in the real world than about 
adult perceptions of childhood, which have undergone a strange metamorphosis in this century.  But that 
makes it an invaluable sociological tool, just the same. 
 
 
1930s Scandinavian society was not so very different from the rest of us - they too were beating their 
children with a hearty vigour and crushing individual spirit under the weight of religious small-mindedness 
and social orthodoxy.  A student of that culture might explain when and why the seismic shift occured, but 
it is transparent in their childhood films from the late 40s onward. 
 
 
"FANNY OCH ALEXANDER" (very little of Fanny, very much of Alexander) was actually made for 
Swedish TV, and although set in the oppressive earlier climate of autocratic homes, it radiates a warmness 



and humanity that casts the dour Bishop Vegarius into stark contrast.  He seems to us some Victorian 
grotesque of a stepfather, belying the fact that his attitudes on child-raising were very widely shared only a 
brief generation before. 
 
 
Again in "KADISBELLAN" (literally: "The Condom Catapult"), the film's setting is the puritanical 1930's, but 
we watch the events and characters with a gentler, more tolerant eye.  The film's hero, Roland (Jesper Salen), 
12, persecuted by his schoolmaster as a Jew, is ultimately packed off to a reform school for repairing stolen 
bikes, but director Ake Sandgren so alligns us with the boy's incipient rebellion that his fate (no doubt grim 
enough in those times) becomes a triumphant release from home and family. 
 
 
 
But it is in films like "AKE OCH HANS VARLD", "BARNENS O", "FIMPEN", "ELVIS! ELVIS!", "HUGO 
OCH JOSEFIN", "PELLE EROBREREN" and "MITT LIV SOM HUND", all from different directors, and 
where the boy is resolutely the central figure in his own tale, not a mere spectator on the world of adults, 
that the delight of Swedes with children as fully-rounded people staggers by contrast to English-speaking 
films.  Perhaps it's significant that these titles, if broadcast at all in the UK, are always shown very late at 
night, so that our own unlovely offspring will not contrast and compare.  On the continent they are an 
integral part of children's programming. 
 
 
Many Swedish children's films (notably from director Olle Hellbom) draw on the writings of Astrid 
Lindgren.  We all know of her irrepressible creation Pippi Langstrump (Longstocking), but she also wrote a 
boy detective series - Kalle Blomquist and [Dante - aktare...].  Others included "RONJA ROVARDOTTA" 
("Ronja the Robber's Daughter") and "BRODERNA LEJONHJARTA" ("The Brothers Lionheart").  Lindgren 
believed in empowering children without politically exploiting them (as the fashion is today), delighting 
them without patronising them.  She invited them to see adults not as obstacles to be overcome or 
outwitted, but as fallible, amusing creatures sadly set in their ways.  Her girls had as much fun as the boys, 
and were their equal in a tight spot (she wrote initially for her own daughter) but she did not descend to 
putting feminist polemics into their mouths. 
 
 
It would be a mistake to over-emphasise the treatment of child sexuality in these titles.  I know there are 
various sites on the web where you'll find tragic little lists of boy-nude scenes in mainstream films, but that 
is not what this column will be about.  It's certainly true that the Swedish have retained some semblance of 
sanity about child nudity, and (most particularly in "BARNENS O") have shown more progressive instincts 
in the treatment of pubertal sexuality, but we shouldn't deceive ourselves that the new Anglo-American 
puritanism which has contaminated so much of the globe has left Scandinavia unscathed.  It has not.  
Perhaps already, with films like Denmark's "SMUKKE DRENG" ("Pretty Boy"), we're beginning to see the 
anti-sex backlash take concrete form - particularly where we are concerned.  But that does not detract from 
the perception that in that culture, if nowhere else, children seem to enjoy a status which is different than, 
but not inferior to, that of adults. 
 
 
A brief reminder of some titles worth watching out for.  See the subtitled versions where possible.  Swedish 
is a naturally melodic language that loses much of its vitality when translated into flat English.  Dubbed 
films are a gothic horror devised to punish lazy audiences.  This is by no means a comprehensive list.  For 
further details contact the archive (see below). 
 
 
Next issue:  The American myth of Boyhood, and Hollywood's man/boy paradigm. 
 
 


